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Abstract
The coupling between single photon emitters and integrated photonic circuits is an emerging topic
relevant for quantum information science and other nanophotonic applications.We investigate the
coupling between a hybrid systemof colloidal quantumdots and propagatingmodes of a silicon
nitridewaveguide system.We furthermore explore the local density of optical states of the systemby
using a scanning probe technique andfind that the quantumdots couple significantly to the photonic
circuit. Our results indicate that a scalable slot-waveguidemight serve as a promising platform in
future developments of integrated quantum circuitry.

The guidance, interference and detection of light from single photon emitters on a scalable platform is of utmost
importance for the development of different nanophotonic and quantum technological applications such as
quantum repeaters, quantummemories and quantum computation. One of themain challenges to realize such
a scalable platform is to efficiently capture the emission from single emitters onto a photonic integrated circuit in
which the light guidance and interference takes placewith low loss.

Mosthigh-efficiencydemonstrationshavebeen realized in solid state systems inwhich thequantumemitter is
directly embedded into the solid statehost, e.g. defects indiamondor galliumarsenidehostmaterials formedas cavities
orwaveguides [1–3].However, the fabrication aswell as thedeterministic positioningof single emitters in these
systems is highlynontrivial, and it is therefore interesting to consider alternative approachesbasedonheterogeneous
(orhybrid) systemswhere the emitter andphotonic integrated circuit constitutedifferentmaterial platforms [4].

One example is to use ametallic circuit where the single photon emitter is placed in the vicinity of a highly
localized plasmonicfield of ametallic structure, thereby largely changing the emission dynamics of the emitter
and in some cases direct emission into a propagatingmode of the plasmonic system [5–7].While significant
advances have been demonstrated, e.g. a Purcell enhancement of approximately 1000 [8], propagation of single
plasmons in small circuits [9] and single emitter excitation ofmodes at the interface betweenmetals and
dielectric structures [10], the efficient coupling to a low-loss plasmonic systemhas yet to be realized.

Tominimize the losses of the hybrid system, itmight bemore promising to explore the coupling of emitters
to dielectric waveguides. Such a coupling and subsequent photonic propagation and linear opticalmanipulation
has been demonstrated inmultiple experiments [11–18]. In this article we explore an approach to emitter-
waveguide interaction based on the coupling of colloidal quantumdots tomodes supported by two closely
spaced SiliconNitride (SiN)waveguides.

The integrated platform employed in this work is schematically illustrated infigure 1(a). It comprises an
optical emitter placed in the gap of two optical dielectric waveguideswhere the choice ofmaterial was SiN due to
its low propagation losses and its CMOS compatibility. Ourwaveguide structure supports two transverse-
magnetic (TM) photonicmodeswith parallel (TMp) and anti-parallel (TMap) electric field components, as
illustrated infigure 1(b). For dimension considered throughout this article, themode index of transverse-
electric (TE)modes is smaller than themode index of the substrate and hence thesemodes are not considered
throughout this article. Only the parallelmode TMp is significantly located in the gap between thewaveguides
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and due to this localization, we expect a strong interaction between thewaveguide structure and an embedded
emitter to occur in the gap. The interaction strength can be quantified by the decay rate enhancement G GTM 0p

[19] and themode coupling efficiency b = G G + GTM TM0p p
( ), where GTMp

andΓ0 are the decay rates of the
emitter when placed at themode fieldmaximum in the gap and in vacuum, respectively. It is assumed that
the emitter transition dipolemoment is parallel to the electric field vector. Forwaveguide dimensions of
250 nm×175 nm (width x height) and a gap size of 30 nm,we obtain a theoretical enhancement of the decay
rate by almost a factor of four whichmeans that around 80%of the emitters fluorescence will be captured by the
propagating TMpmode (see left plot offigure 1(c) [20]. The actual fabricatedwaveguide geometry is however
slanted, as shown in the right plot of figure 1(c). In such a system, themode localization in the gap decreases and
hence the expectedmaximumachievable coupling rate is lower. For the dimensions shown in the figure, we can
atmost expect an enhancement in the decay rate of a factor about two andβ≈60%.

Thewaveguides were fabricated by depositing a layer of SiN on a fused silica substrate using low power
chemical vapor deposition, followed by electron beam lithography and dry etching. Scanning electron
microscope images of the fabricated slantedwaveguide structures are shown infigure 1(d). The cross sectional

Figure 1.Coupling emitters to confined and propagatingmodes in a SiliconNitride (SiN)waveguide system. (a) Schematic drawing of
the heterogeneous system comprising a single emitter inside the gap of a waveguide. (b)Electricfield, E∣ ∣, distribution of the two
transversemagnetic waveguidemodes of SiN. It is only the TMpmode (right hand side) that significantly fills the gap. (c) Simulation
result for the change in the decay rate of the emitter in the TMpmode, G GTM 0p , for perfectly parallel waveguides (left) and slanted
waveguides (right). (d) Scanning electronmicroscopy image of thewaveguide in full size (left) and a zoom (right)where the slanted
walls become visible. The scale bars are: (b) 400 nm, (c) 200 nm, (d) 10 μmleft hand side and 300 nm right hand side.
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dimensions are similar to the one simulated infigure 1(c) and the length is 15 μm.We interrogate the system
using the confocalmicroscope schematically shown infigure 2. For the excitation of the quantumdots we used a
continuouswave (cw) or a pulsed laser operating at thewavelength of 532 nmand linear polarized. The
fluorescence emission from the sample is collected by two optical channels and detectedwith avalanche photo
diodes (APDs). The channel APD1 is alignedwith the excitation laser while the channel of APD2 can be scanned
using galvanometricmirrors, thereby allowing forfluorescence imagingwith afixed excitation spot.We used an
oil immersion objectivewith a numerical aperture of 1.4 to focus and collect the light. For experiments on
measuring the quantumdot emission, we inserted a 532 nmnotch filter with a 15 nmbandwidth to block the
excitation laser.

Wefirst investigate the propagation of guidedmodes excited by cw green laser light. As illustrated in
figure 3(a), we launch the green laser beam into thewaveguide structure by focusing the light onto the end facet
of thewaveguide system.Due to the structural asymmetry at the end facet, photons are coupled from the laser
beam into thewaveguide system and propagate along to its distal end at which it scatters the photons out. A
zoomof the emitted light indicates three emission spots associatedwith propagatingmodes supported by the
waveguide system. The intensitymeasurements shown here are not suitable to quantify inmore detail the exact
mode excited by the laser, propagating along thewaveguide structure and coupling back to free space. However,

Figure 2. Schematic of the experimental setup. See text for description. AFM:Atomic forcemicroscope. TAC: time to amplitude
converter. APD1 andAPD2: avalanche photo diode detection channel 1 and 2, respectively. g:galvanometricmirror. BS:50-50 beam
splitter. HWP:half waveplate. F: Notch-Filter with low transmission at 532±15 nm.

Figure 3.Characterization of the system. (a)Awidefieldmicroscope image of thewaveguide systemwhen green laser light (white
circle) is focused onto thewaveguide end (upper image) or themiddle (lower image). (b)Photoluminescence spectrumof theCdSe
colloidal quantumdots. (c) and (d)Confocalmap of the systemunder green light excitationwhere the excitation is performed onto
the end (c) or themiddle (d) of the waveguide. The location of the laser ismarkedwith awhite circle and the scale bars are 8 μm.
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wenote that the the linear polarized laser used in the experiment ismore likely to couple into the TMpmodewith
a symmetric electric field profile in the transverse plane, but scattering at the input facet or upon nanoscopic
structural imperfections along thewaveguidemight also excite the TMapmode.Nevertheless, this experiment
verifies the existence of propagatingmodes of ourwaveguide structure. As also illustrated infigure 3(a), when
shining light onto themiddle of thewaveguide system, no propagatingmodewas excited and thus the ends of the
waveguide remained dark.

As a next stepwewish to locate emitters inside the gap and explore themaximumpossible coupling to the
propagating TMpmode.We use coreCdSe colloidal quantumdots of size 2.6 nm–3.0 nmdissolved in toluene
and at room temperature emitting light in a broad spectrumwith a center wavelength around 565 nm (see
emission spectrum infigure 3(b)). The dot solutionwas ultra-sonicated for 2minutes before being spin coated
onto an ultra cleanwaveguide sample.We used 20 μl of the quantumdot solutionwhile spinningwith a speed of
1000rpmwhichwas increased to 8000rpm after 10 s. Thefinal sample contained an ensemble of quantumdots
with randomorientation and uniformly distributed along thewaveguide structure, as confirmed by a confocal
scan of the system. Coupling is only expected for quantumdot emitters with a component of their transition
dipolemoment parallel to the electricfield of thewaveguidemodes.

The confocal scans presented infigures 3(c), (d) illustrate our results on coupling emitters to the propagating
modes.We locate the cw green excitation laser either at the end (figure 3(c)) or in themiddle (figure 3(d)) of the
waveguide structure while scanning an area of 20 μm×20 μmfromwhich thefluorescence light ismeasured
(the green light wasfiltered out in this experiment using a notch filter). The brightest fluorescence spot is seen
fromdirect quantumdot emissionwhere the laser is located. From excitation of emitters in themiddle of the
waveguide, it is clear that some of the fluorescence light is captured by thewaveguidemodes, propagates along
the structure and is re-emitted at the ends.Whenwe excite at the end of thewaveguide a part of the green light is
also launched into propagatingwaveguidemodes. Then, emitters are also excited along thewaveguide as the
waveguide appears as a bright straight line in the fluorescence image. This effect is not significantwhen locating
the laser at the center of thewaveguide as in this case the excitation beam is not coupled into thewaveguide
(see figure 3(a)). Itmeans that at thewaveguide end facet it is possible to convert the excitation beam into a
propagatingwaveguidemode before it excites the emitters at a location that is remote to the focused spot of the
excitation beam.

To investigate whether the dynamics of the emitters is changed due to the coupling to thewaveguidemode,
we conducted some lifetimemeasurements of the emitters. However, since the density of emitters along the
waveguidewas large, we could not conclude from the acquiredmeasurements whether a change in lifetime is
due to coupling to the propagatingmodes or simply due to the high density of colloidal quantumdots [21–23].
To avoid these density-dependent effects we performedmeasurements with a few emitters using a scanning-
probefluorescence lifetime imagingmicroscope [24, 25], by which an image of the emitter’s lifetimes across the
waveguide system could be constructedwith nanometer scaled spatial resolution.We include the functionality
in our setup by coaxially aligning the silicon cantilever tip of an atomic forcemicroscope (AFM,NT-MDT
SMENA) to the focused excitation laser in our confocalmicroscope, as schematically illustrated infigure 2. In
our realization, we scanned thewaveguide sample in the transverse planewhile operating the AFM in tapping
mode and collected fluorescence photons through the objective towards the apparatusmeasuring the
fluorescence counts and the lifetime.With this techniquewewere able tomake a nanoscaledmap of the lifetimes
associatedwith a few emitter attached to the AFM tip in varying environments inwhich the local density of
optical states changes.

Emitters were deposited onto the cantilever tip by dragging it in contactmode through a regionwith a high
concentration of CdSe quantumdots on a reference sample. After removing the AFMcantilever from the region
of quantumdots, we observed emitter fluorescence when exciting the tip alone, thus confirming that a few
quantumdots have been picked up.Using this tip and changing back to thewaveguide sample cleanedwith
tuluene and de-ionizedwater, we produced a real image and afluorescence image of thewaveguides as shown in
figure 4(a).We note that the count rate ismuch lower atop thewaveguides than at the substrate base. This
observationwe attribute to the fact that in the close vicinity thewaveguidesmodify the quantumdot emission
and lower the coupling to the objective.

We next investigate the potential coupling of the quantumdots to thewaveguides by exploring the lifetimes
of the quantumdots across thewaveguide structure. Towards this end, we carry out a 1 μm×4 μmscan of the
quantumdots across thewaveguide system and simultaneously record a topographic, afluorescence and a
lifetime image. The results are illustrated infigures 4(c)–(f). Note that thesemeasurements are performedwith
the AFMoperating in tappingmodewhichmeans that the cantilever oscillates with an amplitude of
approximately 70 nm (with a frequency of 178 kHz) in a direction orthogonal to the scanning plane. The
obtained results are therefore averaged over these oscillations.We also note from themeasured results in
figures 4(c)–(d) that thefluorescence imagewas displaced from the topographic image by approximately 1 μm.
This is caused by the fact that the quantumdots were not attached exactly at the apex of the cantilever tip but at
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the side of the tip (whichwas confirmed by a further investigationwith scanning electronmicroscope, see
figure 4(g)).

To estimate the lifetimes, we simulate the quantumdot decaymechanism by employing a three levelmodel
which accounts for phonon decays followed by photonic decay. The decay pattern could bemodelled as [26]

= + +I t I t I t I , 1tot offset1 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Figure 4.Characterization of the hybrid quantumdot-waveguide systemusing the scanning probe technique. (a)Anoptical image of
the entire waveguide structure. Inset: A fluorescence image of the same system. (b) Fluorescence decay curve, where blue circles are
experimental datawhile the red curve is a fit with amulti-exponential functionwith lifetime τd. (c)AFMheightmeasurement of the
waveguide. (d)Afluorescence image of the quantumdotwhile it is scanned across thewaveguide. (e) Lifetimemeasurements of the
quantumdots as they are scanned across thewaveguide. (f) Lifetimemeasurement averaged along the z-direction in (e). (g)A scanning
electronmicroscope image of the cantilever tipwith quantumdots on the side of the tip indicated by the green circle. The scale bar is
5 μm.
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where

=
- +

- +t t t t- - - -I t A
k k

k k
e e . 2i i

ph i i

i ph i

t t,

,

ph i i0 , 0( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

Here,Ai is the amplitude, τi=1/ki and t = k1ph i ph i, , are the lifetimes associatedwith the photonic and
phononic decays, respectively. The lifetime for the systemwas then defined as t t= =-I e I ttot d tot

1
0( ) ( ). The

offset, Ioffset, is found by averaging the counts before the arrival of the excitation pulse at τ0. Figure 4(b) shows an
example of a lifetimemeasurement wherewe have fitted themulti-exponential function in equation (1) to the
experimental data [27, 28].

Infigures 4(e) and (f)weplot themeasured lifetimes, τd, across thewaveguide structure. It is clear that the
lifetime and thus the quantumdot dynamics ismodified due to the presence of thewaveguides. The lifetime is
decreased by up to a factor of approximately 1.5, thus indicating a significant coupling to thewaveguide.
However, it is also clear that the strongest coupling does not occur in the gap between thewaveguides as expected
(see figure 1(c)). Themissing coupling in the gap is attributed to the fact that the cantilever blunted by the
multiple scans performed throughout the experiment (see figure 4(g)), the conical cantilever shape, and that the
quantumdots are positioned at the side of the tip.Hence the quantumdotsmay not go into the gap during the
scan. A localmodification of thewaveguidemodes due to the presence of the cantilever tipmight also impact the
observable emitter dynamics, which is not considered in ourmodel. On the other hand, the quantumdotswill
get very close to the outerwall of one of thewaveguides as the cantilever is scanned across. This explains the
asymmetry of the lifetime scan infigures 4(e) and (f). Therefore, althoughwe have not experimentally proven a
strong coupling between the emitter and the propagatingmodes, the emitter is clearly coupling significantly to
thewaveguiding system. This indicates that a single quantumdot eventually embedded into the gapwill be
efficiently coupled to the propagatingmodes.

To observe a change in the lifetime of the quantumdots coupled to the propagatingmodes, it is critical to be
able to attach the quantumdots exactly at the apex of the cantilever tip. This turned out to be a huge challenge
with the current system sincewe have nomeans of observing in real time the attaching process. An effective
solution thatwill facilitate the process andmeasurement is to combine the AFMand the confocalmicroscope
with a scanning electronmicroscope. This would allow real-time imaging of the attaching process and at the
same timemonitoring thefluorescence from the quantumdots.

In conclusion, we have explored the interaction of quantumdots withmodes of a photonicwaveguide
system. In particular, we have demonstrated the excitation of propagating waveguidemodes by quantumdots,
andwe havewitnessed an efficient coupling between the two systems. As an outlook, we suggest to improve the
controllability in assembling the system, to reduce the size of the gap for increasing the coupling rate and to test
the systemwith stable emitters such as single quantumdots or color centers in diamond.Once developed, the
platform can potentially serve as a building block for scalable nanoscale photonics [29], quantumdot based bio-
analysis [30] and scalable quantum information processing [31].
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